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ABSTRACT 
In conventional space vector pulse width modulation (CSVPWM) technique, each conventional sequence in 

switching is designed with a couple of zero condition vectors and two active state vectors which is divided equally 

the zero condition vector time betwixt a couple of zero conditions in each subdivision of the cycle. Existing bus 

clamping pulse width modulation (BCPWM) techniques make use of switching clamping sequences which involves 

single zero switching condition in a subdivision of the revolving period. This proposal suggests a new type of 

switching clamping sequences, called as “novel double switching bus clamping sequences” and this switching 

clamping sequences use single zero condition vector and an active condition vector which are doing over again 

double in a subdivision of the revolving period. The proposed bus clamping pulse width modulation techniques 

decreases the inverter switching losses, harmonic content in current and increases DC bias utilization compared to 

CSVPWM and existing BCPWM techniques at better modulation index for a given identical usual standard 

frequency of switching. This paper investigates the design and analysis of new double switching bus clamping 

sequence used in hybrid power system with space vector method. In the present work, the switching losses in an 

inverter can be reduced at high power factors compared to CSVPWM and existing BCPWM techniques. Simulation 

is done on v/f controlled technique in MATLAB/SIMULINK. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s industrial applications like VSI fed electrical drives and electronic power converters etc., the 

various types of PWM techniques used finds the DC bias utilization and strongly influences the quality of current 

waveforms and switching losses in an inverter. Voltage source based inverter fed electrical machines are mostly 

employed for variable speed applications in hybrid power system. The switching frequency can be within a certain 

specified range due to practical limitations. While switching frequency is given, the disturbance is reduced by a good 

design of PWM Technique. The proposed work investigates design and analysis of novel double switching bus 

clamping sequences for VSI. SPWM and CSVPWM are very simple and well known real time PWM techniques. 

CSVPWM and THIPWM lead to decrease in disturbance at HV side of the line for given DC bias voltage compare 

to SPWM. Discontinuous modulation methods go ahead to decrease in disturbance at HV side of the line compare 

to CSVPWM at same switching frequency. This proposed work introduces lofty performance HSVPWM, which 

further decrease the disturbance in line currents compare to real-time technique at a given usual standard frequency 

of switching.  

 
Figure.1. Schematic Block Diagram of Hybrid Power System 

With SPWM, CSVPWM and THIPWM, each phase switches once in each subdivision of the revolving 

period or half carrier signal. This proposed work investigates the new sequence in switching techniques that switch 

‘a’ phase switches double in a subdivision of the cycle, while second phase switches once and clamping the third 

phase. This proposed work carry out all such possible sequences (adding two new sequences), which effects identical 

usual standard frequency of switching as CSVPWM for a given specimen frequency. The proposed hybrid modern 

PWM techniques make use of sequence which effects in the lowest ripples presented in the rms value of current over 

a given sub cycle, out of given set of sequences. Consequently the entire ripple presented in the rms value of current 

over a fundamental cycle is diminished. The proposed system is feeding power to a local load as shown in Figure.1. 

Switching Sequences of Inverter: A three-phase VSI is designed with eight switching state vectors shown in 

Figure.2. A couple of zero condition vectors (−−− and +++) produce a zero voltage magnitude vector. Six active 

state vectors produce six active voltage magnitude vectors. These active state vectors are placed in hexagonal pattern 

and angle among each state vector is 60o. The magnitudes of active state vectors are designed that they are satisfied 

the DC bias voltage. 
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Figure.2. Three Phase Two level inverter Circuit 

diagram 
Figure.3. Inverter states and voltage vectors of 

Three phase Two level Inverter 
The six active space vectors are represented by the following expression: 
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In SVPWM, the voltage allusion is sampled one time in each subdivision of the cycle, TS. Given a specimen 

revolving reference vector magnitude VREF and angle α in zone-I as exhibited in Figure.3, the time duration of active 

condition vector 1, active condition vector 2 and zero condition vector in the subdivision of the cycle are applied by 

T1, T2, and TZ, respectively, in CSVPWM divides TZ evenly betwixt 0 and 7, and make use of the sequence of 

switching 0127 or 7210 in a subdivision of the revolving period in zone-I. 

The conditions to be satisfied by a valid switching sequence in Zone-I are as follows: 

 The active conditions 1 and 2 should be given at minimum one time in a subdivision of the revolving period. 

 Either the zero condition 0 or the zero condition 7 should be given at minimum one time in a subdivision of 

the revolving period. 

 In case of manifold application of an active condition, the entire time period for which the active condition 

is given in a subdivision of the revolving period should fulfill (1). 

 The entire time period for which the zero condition vectors either using the zero condition 0 or the zero 

condition 7 is given in a subdivision of the revolving period should fulfill (1). 

 Only single stage should switch for a state transition. 

 The entire digit of switching sequences in a subdivision of the revolving period should be less than or equal 

to 3. While giving sampling Frequency, the average frequency of switching should be less than or equal to 

that of CSVPWM. 

 
From the Volt-time balance principle T1, T2 and Tz can be given as 

T1 = Vref ∗  Ts ∗  
sin(600 ˗ α)

sin600
 

T2 = Vref ∗  Ts ∗  
sin (α)

sin600
 

Tz = Ts – T1 – T2 ---------------------------- (2) 

  
Figure.4. Different possible series of switching in 

zone-I 

Figure.5. PWM Gate signals when the reference 

vector sitting in zone-I (0127) 

Switching sequence 7212 show the way to R -phase clamping to the positive dc bus, while sequence 0121 

effects in B-phase clamping to the negative dc bus. Both 7212 and 0121 switching sequences result in Y –phase 

clamping to make for switching double in a subdivision of the revolving period. Hence, switching sequences 0-1-2-

1 and 7-2-1-2 are named double-switching bus clamping sequences here. Different possible series of switching in 
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Figure.4 are employed in zone-I. The series of switching in six sectors are as listed in Table 1. The gate signals of 

PWM for the CSVPWM is exposed in Figure.5. 

 Table.1. Sequences of switching in Six Sectors  

Sector Convectional sequence  Clamping sequences Double-switching Clamping sequences 

I (0127, 7210) (012, 210), (721, 127) (0121, 1210), (7212, 2127) 

II (7230, 0327) (723, 327), (032, 230) (7232, 2327), (0323, 3230) 

III (0347, 7430) (034, 430), (743, 347) (0343, 3430), (7434, 4347) 

IV (7450, 0547) (745, 547), (054, 450) (7454, 4547), (0547, 5450) 

V (0567, 7650) (056, 650), (765, 567) (0565, 5650), (7656, 6567) 

VI (7610, 0167) (761, 167), (016, 610) (7616, 6167), (0161, 1610) 

Modern PWM Techniques: The modern PWM technique is classified into two methods and those are: Continuous 

PWM (CPWM) Methods, Discontinuous PWM (DPWM) Methods. 

In discontinuous PWM methods, modulation signal per stage contains one smallest amount of separated 

portion which is clamped to the +ve or -ve DC bus for at most a total of 120o (over a fundamental cycle). Where as 

in continuous PWM method, clamping is not occurred in the modulation wave. 

                    2Vin                           2µ Vmin             2(µ – 1) Vmax 

       Min = ---------- + (1 – 2µ) – ------------ + ---------------------; i = a, b, c ------- (3) 

                      Vdc                                              Vdc                            Vdc 

The selection of μ gives rise to an innumerable quantity of PWM modulations. To obtain the generalized 

discontinuous modulation signal, μ is given as: 

μ =1 – 0.5[1+sgn (cos3 (ωt + δ))] --------------- (4) 

When μ = 0, out of three phases any one phase is clamped to +ve dc bias for 120o and then DPWMMAX is 

obtained. When μ = 1, any one of the phases is clamped to negative dc bias for 120o and then DPWMMIN is obtained. 

If μ = 0.5, then the space vector PWM technique is obtained. In a similar way, the difference in modulation phase 

angle δ is produced to innumerable quantity of DPWM methods. If δ = 0, -pi/6, -pi/3, then DPWM1, DPWM2 and 

DPWM3 is obtained respectively. The modulation signals of the different PWM methods are exposed in Figure.6. 

 
Figure.6. Modulation signals of the various PWM Methods 

The CSVPWM techniques make use of same separation of zero voltage vector periods inside a specimen 

period or sub cycle. Nevertheless, different DPWM techniques can be produced while the independence of zero 

condition time separation is utilized. GDPWM algorithm is employed for consumption of the independence of zero 

condition time separation. In this proposed method the zero condition time will be shared between a couple of zero 

conditions as T0 for V0 and T7 for V7 respectively, and T0, T7 can be expressed as: 

T0=Tzμ 

                 T7=Tz(1-μ) ----------------- (5) 

 
Figure.7. Existing Bus-Clamping PWM Technique (30o Clamp) 

Bus-Clamping PWM Techniques: A popular existing bus-clamping method clamps every phase during the central 

point of 30o period in each fourth part of the revolving period of its fundamental voltage. This technique, termed as 
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30o clamp. This makes use of series 721, 127, in the first half, and 012, 210, in the next half of zone-I as shown in 

Figure.7. 

In Figure.8(a), each stage is clamped continually for 60o period in each half revolving period of the basic 

voltage waveform. Such types of techniques are termed continual clamping techniques. In Figure.8(b), the 60o 

clamping duration is separated into one interval of width in the first quarter cycle and another interval of (60o -γ) in 

the next quarter in every half cycle. Since the clamping duration is separated into a couple of intervals, these 

techniques are termed split clamping PWM techniques. Figure.9(a) and 9(b) present the mean of a number of values 

of pole voltage waveforms that illustrate a couple of types of clamping for γ= 45o. 

 

Figure.8. Existing bus-clamping PWM techniques (a) Continual clamping (b) Split clamping 

 

 
Figure.9. Average Pole Voltage over a fundamental cycle for VREF = 0.75 corresponding to 

(a) Continual clamping and (b) Split clamping both with γ=45o 
The design of the phase voltage of the inverter and common mode voltages for different pulse sequences 

are: 

 

 

          ……(6) 

  

  

 

 
Figure.10. Simulated Phase and Line Voltages Waveforms of the Inverter 

Volts/Hz Control Technique: This is an effective method of Speed Control because of simplicity. The Flux and 

Torque are also function of frequency and voltage respectively the greatness difference in control variables only. 

The air gap voltage of motor is; Eag
 = K f  

ag
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Speed can be controlled by changing the frequency and maintain constant voltage-frequency ratio to shun 

saturation of flux. With constant v/f ratio, motor develops a invariable highest torque. 
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Analysis of Switching Techniques: 

Analysis of Existing BCPWM Algorithms: Sequence 012 leads to less ripple presented in RMS value of current 

over a subdivision of the revolving period than 721 in the first half of the sector, and vice versa in the next half of 

the sector. 

F012 (α) < F721 (α), 0o < α < 30o -------- (6a) 

F012 (α) > F721 (α), 30o < α < 60o -------- (6b) 

F012 (α) = F721 (60o- α) --------   (7) 

Table.2. Measured Values of ITHD for Existing BCPWM 

No Load Current THD γ=30o γ =45o 

Continual Clamping 5.32% 4.72% 

Split Clamping 4.61% 5.01% 

 

 
Figure.10. Measured No-Load Current Waveforms at VREF=0.85 for Existing BCPWM Techniques 

Analysis of Proposed BCPWM Algorithms: 

F0121 (α) < F7212 (α), 0o < α < 30o -------- (8a) 

F0121 (α) > F7212 (α), 30o < α < 60o -------- (8b) 

F0121 (α) = F7212 (60o - α) -------- (9) 

Table.3. Measured Values of ITHD for Proposed BCPWM 

No Load Current THD γ=30o γ =45o 

Continual Clamping 3.91% 3.46% 

Split Clamping 2.66% 3.04% 

 

 
Figure.11. Measured No-Load Current Waveforms at VREF=0.85 for Proposed BCPWM Techniques 

Inverter Switching Losses: This section presents a comparison of switching losses in an inverter due to CSVPWM 

and existing BCPWM algorithms. The switching energy loss in a subdivision of the revolving period in an inverter 

leg is proportional to the phase current and the switchings numeral of the phase (n) in the given sub cycle. The 

expected switching energy loss for each subdivision of the cycle (ESUB) in an inverter leg is defined in (10a), where 

i1 is the fundamental phase current, Im is the peak phase value of basic current and Φ is the line-side power factor 

angle. The average value of over a fundamental cycle, shown in (10b), gives the mean of a number of values of 

switching energy loss per sub cycle.  
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               Π 

ESUB (AV) = (1/ Π) ∫ ESUB dωt -------- (10 b) 

               0 

2. CONCLUSION 

The work introduces a new SVPWM switching strategy based on double-switching bus clamping sequences 

for three phase two level inverter. The group of BCPWM techniques, which employs only the double-switching bus 

clamping sequences, is proposed. The proposed novel double switching bus clamping sequences using SVPWM 

techniques are studied, and compared against CSVPWM and existing BCPWM techniques at a given standard 

frequency switching are analyzed. The proposed families of BCPWM techniques result in minimum line current 

ripple than CSVPWM and the existing BCPWM algorithms at lofty voltages occurred in line close to the highest 

line side voltage during linear modulation. The analysis presented explains the difference in distortion because of 

different techniques. The study is classified both BCPWM and the proposed novel bus clamping PWM algorithms 

with space vector into two methods, namely continual clamping methods and split clamping methods, according to 

the type of clamping adopted. Split clamping methods are most suitable than continual clamping methods for line 

current distortion. While designing the inverter, continual clamping is suggested for high power factors and split 

clamping is for low power factors as per switching losses consideration.  
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